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Introduction

Motivation:

● **What problem the project is solving?**
  ○ The problem we must solve is finding new ways to analyze data collected by a network of routers and displaying the data in a way that shows the important trends and any issues that need to be addressed.

● **Why is the problem important?**
  ○ The dashboard will enable engineers to quickly pinpoint router problems and outages, and allow analysis of all routers which assists greatly in the development and maintenance process. This could potentially lead to new use cases and software implementations to improve the customer’s experience with the routers, and improve the routers themselves. Customers can also see distribution details of the devices, including geographic and usage details.

Background:

● **About our project**
  ○ Currently, all SmartRG routers check in once daily with a cloud server and push identifying information and some metrics into a database. The data is transferred in json format. The cloud server converts and pushes that data into a mongo database. The 'customer' information comes from a SalesForce database that is currently a static csv file on the cloud server (mac customer mapping). Currently 400 routers emit health metrics and geographical data. But, there are over 100k routers out there, so those need to be upgraded somehow to emit the health data to be used in the analytic modules.
  ○ They have tried basic analytics using MongoDB Charts which can be used for all devices or specific devices, so these could be applied with filters to see data for specific customers or any of the other fields the checking provides.
  ○ As of now, their server is behind a firewall so their data can only be accessed through their company’s IP addresses, so it is not True Cloud Computing.

● **How have others solved this problem?**
  ○ Typically, this problem is solved in unique ways. There are companies that provide analytics by analyzing databases, and then using their software suite to display the analytics they come up with in interesting and useful ways. We plan to employ this ourselves by analyzing the data given to us, and developing our own dashboard for displaying the analytics that we come up with.
What issues have they had?

- Typically, the issues that come along with developing analytics are those that come with datasets, such as bad/noisy data. There are also issues in that it can be hard to come up with analytics that have clear use cases and benefits. We plan to overcome these both fixing up the database ourselves, and by talking directly with the company about specific use cases they would like to see and their customers would like to see.

Goals:

- **Backend:**
  - Analyze the data from their databases and create a server that will call different libraries to display the appropriate data
  - Specifically, our api will handle calls that organize the data for 4 different aspects of our frontend:
    - Charts
    - Maps
    - A table of Routers
    - Filters
  - And will also handle calls to our database
    - Authentication (Login/Logout/Session)

- **Frontend:**
  - Display the analytics on a cloud-based dashboard in an informative and creative way for both world and ISP views
  - Display maps, charts, and have a table of routers that is filterable

- **How do these goals solve our problem?**
  - These goals solve our problem pretty directly. Our goals will be reached when we are able to integrate the frontend and backend systems directly, we will have reached our overarching goal of displaying useful analytics on the web. From there it is coming up with more and more useful analytics.

Innovation:

- **How will we be reaching our goals?**
  - Through the use of ReactJS for the frontend, Django for the backend, Mapbox and ChartJS to display the data, daily scrum meetings, and an agile development
process, we will be able to implement these features and analytics, and do so according to a prioritized list of use cases.

- **What is innovation, the science, and new core technical advance?**
  - We will be creating new analytics that will clean and organize SmartRG’s datapoints into usable information for both SmartRG employees and customers. The information this provides will provide new visual ways for the employees to assess their devices and for the customers to keep track of their own customers’ usage that they don’t have access to currently. The information in the database is currently behind a firewall, so the customers don’t have access to anything so the web interface would provide them with a lot more information.
  - As mentioned, all of SmartRG’s information is in the cloud but behind a firewall, so we aim to add security through authentication so that they can shift their technology to True Cloud Computing, adding more flexibility and scalability.

**Misc:**

- **Specification:** Develop modules for device analytics that will run in server using company’s existing databases
  - Analytics modules:
    - Charts: router models chart, router releases chart, crashes per router chart, active router models chart, active router releases chart
    - Maps: Heatmap of router temperatures, Map of router kernel crashes, Map of locations of router, Map of active router models
      - Be able to Click on routers in map to display in table
    - Table: Sortable grid of router information, and filters to display data in the table in a custom way
  - Create a web services with login/logout, user interaction, and security (user auth)
  - Display the analytics on dashboard for SmartRG perspective and their customers’ (ISPs) perspective

- **Design:**
  - Will have a web interface for customers to see different analytics from different views
  - Define API for interactions between frontend web interface and backend server
  - Take data from the database and clean and analyze it in the server
  - Define a set of analytics to implement using different charting and mapping libraries to display the data in a user-friendly way

- **Assumptions:**
○ Eventually, all of their routers will be emitting the health and geographical data so that the analytics and models we create can provide helpful insight for almost all, if not all their devices.

○ We will be constantly designing, developing, and testing according to the Agile Development Cycle so there are bound to be changes throughout the course of the project.

○ We will add security and deploy both the backend and frontend on AWS so that the company can shift toward True Cloud Computing.
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Above is our home page which will be the default page that opens in a user’s login information is saved on the browser.

If the user is not currently logged in, they will be directed to this login page.

This is our router table which displays all routers linked to an account.
Upon clicking on a MAC address in the router table, the user can view all of that router’s information.

This is the page that pops up when user clicks on the More Charts page on the navigation bar. This page will have more charts displayed as we develop.
This is a customer filter page only available to SmartRG employees, a specific user group that can view all of the routers.
User Stories

1. **Use case:** As a developer, I can develop and run all of our codebase on the cloud, so users can access our website through an ip address.
   
   **Acceptance Test:** Given an AWS environment, when running our application, then both the frontend and backend code are either running on the cloud or running in a virtual environment that can be easily moved to a cloud server, and users can access our website directly.

2. **Use case:** As a User Information Database, I can store user information such as permission and login credentials so that users can properly access their account.

   **Acceptance test:** Given user account information, when a request is made to store or retrieve data during user login or create account, then the data is added or retrieved from the database.

   **Github Commit:**
   
   [https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/54854ea8d56898c3faea6b0778a49d9280f9c758](https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/54854ea8d56898c3faea6b0778a49d9280f9c758)

   **Test Commit:**
   
   [https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/445e4dba2424acc2e5fe63084b4ee808092e06e3](https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/445e4dba2424acc2e5fe63084b4ee808092e06e3)

3. **Use case:** As an HTTP Request, I can retrieve data from a cloud server so that it can be used in the frontend.

   **Acceptance test:** Given an API request to the server, when the frontend requests a specific endpoint, then the data is transmitted in JSON format.

4. **Use case:** As a user, I can login to my account with the appropriate user permissions so that I can access the dashboard services.

   **Acceptance Test 1:** Given a valid username and password, when a login request arrives, then an authentication token is returned that will be added to all future requests requiring authentication (test: create an authenticated user and see if they can access a protected endpoint)

   **Acceptance Test 2:** Given an invalid username and password, when a login request arrives, then an error message is returned declaring login attempt invalid (test: create a false username and password and ensure not authenticated/can't access protected endpoint)
5. **Use case**: As a router I can upload my data each day so that it can be stored and used to compute analytics.

   **Acceptance Test**: Given a Smart/RG router, when a router sends its daily update data, then database will accept the data and store it in mongodb and show new data points each day as the routers check in.

6. **Use case**: As a user, I can view regular updates on my dashboard so that I have the most recent and accurate data.

   **Acceptance test**: Given the daily check-in process, when the database is updated with the recent data, then the frontend receives it and at least one of the charts will show updated data automatically.

   **Github Commit**:  
   https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/2b656eea3342a9039a2847a9c3b6f6c78a9e5a7a

   **Test Commit**:  
   https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/c837d8d8cfd41432e48e047093dc7de713aa93c6

7. **Use case**: As a SmartRG employee, I can access the world view and analytics so that I can see all of the routers' data.

   **Acceptance Test**: Given the username and password successfully logged in to the website with the correct user permissions, when the employee accesses the world view and analytics, then they will be able to see all the geographic and health data for all the routers on the dashboard and all the updated and desired analytics for all the routers on the analytics page.

   **Github Commit**:  
   https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/9bf625b5b374c5611f4390b3496da9f8f711631e

---

**Github Commit**:  
https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/775b56afa94843fb961c57af416a4ebeb024f558

**Test Commit**:
https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/4063b45c5cc69142c35b3d6911775ba0e2d92458

**Frontend test commit**:
https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/eebaf4af5a6a60a5a083534d8984499d2755a749
8. **Use case**: As an ISP/ISP customer, I can view my analytics dashboard so that I can see the status of my deployed routers.

   *Acceptance Test*: Given a user that has logged in successfully, when they go to the dashboard page of the website, they will see a view denoting various analytics like downtime, temperature, kernel crashes etc. (test: demonstrate a logged in user navigating to the analytics page of the website and showing different analytics views)

   *Github Commit*:  
   [https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/b8d7cbe7e3a3cc0f1d17828c91b818d5059ec69](https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/b8d7cbe7e3a3cc0f1d17828c91b818d5059ec69)

   *Test commit*:  
   [https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/cb5836cfd5632a9af1f9b73b36cc91b35a1d275ce](https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/cb5836cfd5632a9af1f9b73b36cc91b35a1d275ce)

9. **Use case**: As a user, I can view a map of all the kernel crashes given all my routers so that I can see where there are issues and trends.

   *Acceptance test*: Given user info, when the user logs in and goes to their dashboard, then there will be a map option of viewing kernel crashes with possible filters.

   *Github Commit*:  
   [https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/ca54a4b7ef397fe1620de9c615b2b8a8e33b7dd](https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/ca54a4b7ef397fe1620de9c615b2b8a8e33b7dd)

   *Frontend test commit*:  
   [https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/fa159bdeb00e1b2cdc44cd8bda4f65bd39b6](https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/fa159bdeb00e1b2cdc44cd8bda4f65bd39b6)

10. **Use case**: As a user, I can view a table of all my routers so that I can filter and see details about any specific one.

    *Acceptance test*: Given user info, when the user logs in and goes to their router table page, then they will see all routers listed by page with filters and if they click on a specific router, they can see more information about it.

    *Github commit*:  
    [https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/8dc19fe341267e19838acd29ca6c32a2c29ff56b](https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/8dc19fe341267e19838acd29ca6c32a2c29ff56b)  
    [https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/41b5d239ae2726f7a1be11cd8c8786e6cb785060e7](https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/41b5d239ae2726f7a1be11cd8c8786e6cb785060e7)
11. **Use case**: As a user, I can view a chart of the models vs. kernel crashes so that I can assess if there is a correlation between the two.

   *Acceptance test*: Given user info, when the user logs in and goes to their charts page, then they will see all their charts displayed and see the model vs kernel crashes chart and any correlation between these fields.

12. **Use case**: As a user, I can view charts of the models and releases in usage so that I can see what needs to be deprecated and assess compatibility.

   *Acceptance test*: Given user info, when the user logs in and goes to their charts page, then they will see all their charts displayed and see the model and releases usage for their routers.

   *Github Commit*:  
   https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/b98649840e4303290fd2bca2c4e0d193d1ce1150

   *Test Commit*:  
   https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/299cf8c3a86c7372d735dada47813adeb6550782

13. **Use case**: As a SmartRG employee, I can filter which data I am looking at by customer or other fields so that I can focus on certain data I need to look at.

   *Acceptance test*: Given the employee account, when the employee chooses a filter with the given field options, like customer and location and others, then their view will update with the given preferences.

   *Github Commit*:  
   https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/bb818cd00c08008d7b51fd4cace7a53ab87e93c64

14. **Use case**: As a user, I can filter my maps by zipcode so that the map zooms in and only displays those routers.
Acceptance test: Given a zipcode in the map filter, when the user clicks enter, then the map will zoom in to that area and display data there, and when the user clicks reset world view, then the map will reset to the original zoom.

15. Use case: As a user, I can view router info from the map so that I can view the info by location.
Acceptance test: Given a user click, when the user left clicks on an individual point on the map, then a new tab will open with that router's info and when the user right clicks on a cluster, then that will link to a table will all the routers in that cluster.

16. Use case: As a SmartRG employee, I can verify a customer account once it has been created so that only valid customers can access their data.
Acceptance Test: Given valid company details for an account, when a customer pays for the new service an account can be created with specified permissions group (test: verify that an account is generated in backend database when supplied with credentials)
Github Commit: https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/565b95015138c84fd3a251358f2b155b4d912911
Test Commit: https://github.com/evanmurray2/RGenius-Analytics/commit/e710c73292380fac7bea08847c090394beedc3fe

17. Use case: As a user, I can pin charts so that I can view them on my dashboard.
Acceptance test: Given a user account with router data, when the user views all their charts and pins up to 3, then those pinned charts will show up on the home page dashboard.

18. Use case: As a user, I can choose which data to be visualized with filters and such so that I can create custom charts.
Acceptance test: Given the user selections, when the data is processed by the frontend, then the frontend will make the appropriate API call so that the user will view exactly the data they wanted to view.

19. Use case: As a User Info Database, I can store pinned charts so that the pinned charts are saved to that login.
Acceptance test: Given the user account, when the user pins charts on the more charts page, then this information will be stored in the database so that it can be saved and the user can view it whenever they log in.
20. *Use case:* As a User info Database, I can update user preferences so that users can save their custom chart preferences.
   *Acceptance test:* Given the user account, when the user selects custom preferences for a chart, then this information will be stored in the database so that it can be saved and the user can view it whenever they log in.

21. *Use case:* As an API, I can handle multiple requests so that server resources are maximally utilized.
   *Acceptance test:* Given an API, when multiple requests are received, then multiple threads carry out the requests.
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Router Database (MongoDB)

User Database (Django)

Backend Server (Django)

SmartRG Environment

AWS EC2 Environment

Menu
- dashboard: link
- router_table: link
- login: link
- logout: link
+ openLinks(link): redirect

Cluster Map (Component)
- latitude: float
- longitude: float
- zoom: int
- float: boolean
+ displayMap(none): get map data and graph
+ render(none): render html for page

Login Page
- username: textfield
- password: textfield (hidden)
- submit: button
+ handleSubmit(input): boolean

Dashboard Page
- routers: list
+ graph/KernelCrashes(router data): bar chart
+ graph/NodeDistribution(model data): bar chart
+ graph/ReleaseDistribution(model data): bar chart
+ mapAllRouters(router data): cluster map
+ mapActiveRouters(router data): cluster map
+ mapKernalCrashes(router data): cluster map

Bar Chart (Component)
- loading: boolean
+ displayChart(none): get chart data and graph
+ render(none): render html for page

Cluster Map (Component)
- loading: boolean
+ displayChart(none): get chart data and graph
+ render(none): render html for page

Router Table
- page_number: int
+ searchRouters(none): get routers
+ updatePageNum(number): update page number
+ render(none): draw router table

Use

Use

Legend Colorings

Frontend Components

Backend Components

Database
Frontend Classes Login interaction

:App

:Login component

login_user()

:Header component

create_component()

render()

:Form component

create_component()

render()

handle_input()

user_name, password
User Interactions Sequence Diagrams

Successful User Login

:User

1. Open page

2. Direct user to login page

3. enter credentials

3.1 call login(username, password) endpoint

3.2 request authentication token

3.3 send authentication token

3.4 forward token to UI

:interface:UI

:server

:user database

3.5 authenticates user and sends over data
Clicking on Router in Router Table

1. click on Router Table in navbar
   1.1 call router_table_data()
   1.2 request table data from database
   1.3 return table data

2. click on specific MAC address
   2.1 call router(MAC)
   2.2 request router info
   2.3 return router info
   2.4 forward router info

1.5 display router table
2.5 display specific router info

:User
interface: UI
:server
:router database
Map Interactions

1. display all routers on map on home page
2. enter zipcode into search bar
   2.1 call Mapbox geocoder
   2.2 return updated map configurations
2.3 display updated map with zoom on desired zipcode
3. click on unclustered point on map
   3.1 register click, parse MAC address and call router(MAC)
   3.2 request router info
   3.3 return router info
   3.4 forward router info
3.5 display router info in new tab
Appendix

Technologies Used:

- Cloud technologies- AWS, Docker
- Frontend frameworks- React
- Backend frameworks- Django, Python
- Database libraries- MongoDB
- Libraries for displaying data- Chart.js, Mapbox, React-Bootstrap